Personal Verification Using Two Level Fusion Schemes Based on Ear and Iris Biometrics
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Abstract: Increased threats to conventional personnel verification methods, have given rise to verification methods based on biometrics. This paper presents a novel approach for personal verification based on fusion of two biometric modalities: Ear and Iris. Fusion has been done in two levels. In level one right iris and left iris features have been fused using texture based Grey Level Concurrence Matrix (GLCM) and in level two these features have been fused with AR coefficients taken from ear substructure. It has been found that this two level fusion of features improves the recognition rate of a person to the extent of 100%. The biometric modalities of ear and iris have been chosen on the basis of their desirable properties like uniqueness, universality, permanency and acceptability.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The increased activities of adversaries have resulted in more attention being given to highly secure and reliable authentication technologies. Daily transactions between individuals and various organizations are conducted through highly interconnected electronic devices [1]. Thus establishing the identity of a person is becoming more and more critical in our vastly interconnected society. Traditional methods of establishing a person’s identity include knowledge-based and token based mechanisms. But these traditional ways of identification do not last long as these can be broken, lost or stolen. Biometrics, described as the science of recognizing an individual based on her physiological or behavioral traits, is beginning to gain acceptance as a legitimate method for determining an individual’s identity [2]. For establishing identity of individual, biometric systems have been deployed in various commercial, civilian and forensic applications. These systems rely on the evidence using human biometric either to validate or to determine an identity [2]. Most biometric systems that are used in practical applications use a single biometric for identification or verification are known as unimodal biometric systems. Some of the unimodal biometric are: Iris [3], Fingerprint [4], Face [5], Hand Geometry [6], Gait [7], Signature [8], and Ear Shape [9]. A survey of unimodal biometric technologies is given in [10][11]. However, unimodal biometric verification systems have certain limitations [12] such as noisy sensor data, inter-class variations, and inter-class similarities, lack of universality, spoof attacks and unacceptable error rates. Due to these practical limitations, the error rates associated with unimodal biometric systems are quite high which makes them unacceptable for deployment in critical security applications. Some of these limitations of the unimodal biometric systems can be alleviated by using a multimodal biometric system [13]. A biometric system that combines more than one source of biometrics for establishing human verification is called a multimodal biometric system. Such systems, are expected to be more reliable due to the presence of multiple, independent pieces of evidence [14]. Fusing the evidence obtained from different modalities using an effective fusion scheme can significantly improve the overall accuracy of the biometric system [15]. The fusion in multimodal system can be performed at four potential levels: sensor, feature, matching and decision. The sensor and feature levels are referred to as a pre-mapping fusion and fusion on the basis of matching score and decision levels are referred to as a post-mapping fusion [16]. In pre-mapping fusion, the biometric data are combined before classification, while in post-mapping fusion, each biometric data are modeled separately and then all the biometric traits are combined after mapping into matching score or decision space. Fusion at sensor level stage is expected to improve the recognition accuracy as it would potentially represent the richest source of information as compared with other levels of fusion but
raw data may be corrupted by noise and may emphasize the intra-class variations [17-18]. It is also not applicable with incompatible data gathered from different modalities. Fusion at feature level can be applied to the extraction of different features from the same modality or different multimodalities to construct a joint feature vector. Since the feature level is certainly much richer and exploits more useful information about the raw data, fusion at feature level is expected to perform better in contrast with fusion at score and decision levels [19]. Feature level fusion may be helpful for closely-related modalities or for integrated features of the same modality with multiple sensors. However, such fusion type is not always feasible because in many approaches the given features might not be compatible due to differences in the nature of modalities [20]. In addition, concatenating two feature sets may lead to the dimensionality problem. Furthermore, the majority of the practical commercial biometric systems do not provide access to the feature sets such as the raw fingerprint impressions of a fingerprint based commercial-off-the-shelf authentication systems. In Decision level fusion approach, also denoted as abstract level, separate decision taken from each biometric trait are combined at a very late stage. This seriously limits any effort in enhancing the accuracy of the system through the fusion process. Thus, fusion at such a level is the least powerful [21]. Rank level fusion is possible only in identification systems where each classifier outputs a list of possible classes with rankings for each subject. The ranks of individual matchers are combined using techniques such as the highest rank, borda count and logistic regression approaches [22]. At matching score level also referred to as decision, confidence, expert or opinion level, it is possible to combine scores obtained from the same biometric trait or different ones using one or more classifiers [23]. This fusion level can be divided into two categories namely as combination and classification. In the former approach, the separate matching scores are gathered to produce one score, which is used to make the final decision. In the latter approach, the input matching scores are considered as input features for a two-class pattern recognition problem, to check if subject is classified as legitimate or an Imposter. The classifier presents a distance measure or a similarity measure between the input feature vector and the template previously stored in the database. It may be pointed out that prior to matching score fusion; normalization of data must be carried out. In this paper, matching score fusion is attempted. Here match score outputs by different biometric matchers are consolidated in order to arrive at a final recognition decision.

2. RELATED WORK AT MATCHING SCORE LEVEL

The work related to biometric fusion for recognition is tabulated in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Fusing Modalities</th>
<th>Feature extraction Technique</th>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Recognition Rate in %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Karim et al.(2008) [24]</td>
<td>Ear and Palm</td>
<td>Gaussian and Gabor filter</td>
<td>K-NN and SVM</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soubeil et al. (1999)[25]</td>
<td>Face and Speech</td>
<td>Gabor filter and HMM modal</td>
<td>SVM and Bayesian</td>
<td>FA, FR, EER 1.07, 25.12, 1.16, 0.1, 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrikant et al.(2012)[26]</td>
<td>Face and soft biometrics</td>
<td></td>
<td>PCA,ICA, LDA, LBP SURF</td>
<td>89.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fan Yang et.al. (2007) [27]</td>
<td>Fingerprint, palmprint and hand geometry</td>
<td>Wavelet transform and width and length of hand</td>
<td>Euclidean distance</td>
<td>&gt; 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khalid et al.(2010) [28]</td>
<td>Face and Iris</td>
<td>Wavelet transform</td>
<td>City bank distance</td>
<td>99.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahesh et.al.(2010) [29]</td>
<td>Speech and Palmprint</td>
<td>MFCC ceptrals+ Wavelet based kernal PCA</td>
<td>Weighted Euclidean distance</td>
<td>98.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ali et.al.(2013) [31]</td>
<td>Fingerprint and Finger-vein</td>
<td>Mono LBP descriptor</td>
<td>Distance between two feature histogram using Chi-square formula</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V.Arulala et.al.(2014) [32]</td>
<td>Iris and Inner Knuckle</td>
<td>Haar Wavelet and Gabor filter</td>
<td>Hamming distance</td>
<td>Only quantitative improvement mentioned</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A complete survey of all techniques is given in [33-35]. Literature survey reveals that various methods have been adopted by researchers for performing fusion at matching score level. On the basis of Literature survey it is concluded that despite the intensive research in multimodal biometrics at matching score level, no attempt has been made to fuse Auto Regressive (AR) modal parameters obtained from ear shape and texture parameters using Grey Level Co occurrence Matrix (GLCM) obtained from Iris. The reason for choosing ear and iris for fusion is that ear shape and iris texture patterns are considered stable that do not change with age, emotions and cosmetic change [36-40] and acceptable in addition to being unique.
3. OUR APPROACH

“Fig.1” is the overall framework of the proposed method. We propose fusion of ear image and iris image at matching score level. We have divided our fusion scheme into two phases:

- Level - 1 fusion
- Level - 2 fusion

A. Level - 1 fusion scheme

In this scheme left and right iris texture features are extracted using GLCM texture technique. The feature vectors obtained from both left and right irises are fed to the matching units A and B independently as shown in “fig 1”. The matching units A and B outputs matching scores based on Euclidean distance between test image comprising of left and right irises and corresponding images in the database. The matching scores \( I_M \) obtained from both matching units are fused using SUM method of fusion.

B. Level - 2 fusion scheme

Here features from ear shape are extracted using time series based AR modal. Feature vectors thus obtained are fed to the matching unit for comparison against the template stored in the ear database. The matching unit C on account of taking SVM as a classifier outputs a matching score \( E_M \) corresponding to each template in the ear database.

At the final stage we are again fusing matching score namely \( E_M \) and \( I_M \) of both modalities. The fused matching score thus obtained is fed to the decision unit for verification. The decision unit on the basis of threshold classifies the subject as Genuine or an Imposter.

C. Threshold Determination

In order to check the efficacy of proposed biometric system we compute following three performance parameters:

- False Acceptance Rate (FAR); False Rejection Rate (FRR); Recognition rate (RR) FAR is the expected proportion of attempts when attempt is erroneously accepted by the system when it should have been rejected. Similarly FRR is the proportion of attempts when attempt is erroneously rejected by the system when it should have been accepted.
Normally it is desirable to reduce both FAR and FRR but there is always a trade-off between the two parameters. The values of FAR and FRR depends on selection of threshold.

FAR increases with the increase in threshold and FRR decrease as we increase the threshold. So judicious selection of threshold plays a very significant role in any biometric system. Therefore, threshold should be such that the value of both FAR and FRR is minimum.

From the security aspect of any biometric system reducing FAR is more important than FRR since giving access to an unauthorized person can be more fatal than rejecting an authorized person.

4. TIME SERIES BASED AR MODELING

Time series is defined as a record of stochastic process ordered chronologically with respect to some index variable. A contour may be considered as a series of large number of straight line segments, say . In case is large the desired accuracy of the approximation can be improved. Therefore, the sequence of boundary points ( ), on bounding curve of any substructure constitutes a time series. In present application parameters of AR model can be obtained from the contour points.

Originally AR model was developed as useful tool to describe and analyze 1-D discrete time signals in [41,42]. 2-D applications of the AR model were first proposed by Kashyap and Chellpa [43] who used the model for shape storage, transmission and reconstruction. Dubois and Glanz [44] investigated the usefulness of this model for representing shapes of different pattern sets. Mir et al. [45] used AR model for shape description of human organs in medical images. In this paper we investigate the usefulness of time series AR for verification of humans on the basis of ear biometrics. The time series for this purpose is obtained from structural information contained in ear contour.

A. Autoregressive Model

In this approach, the time series is extracted from ordered sets of lengths of boundary points measured from the centroid of ear contour substructure.

Let be the length of a vector between the boundary points and centroid. The real AR model is formed from the sequence of ’s as:

\[ y_i = \sum_{k=1}^{m} a_k y_{i-k} + w_i \]  

(1)

The model is thus based on parameters where and is the order of the model and is the error term.

The AR coefficients can be estimated in many ways such as Ordinary least square procedure, Markove chain Monte-Carlo method and methods based on moments. We are computing AR coefficients by moments using Yule Walker equations.

Thus multiplying (1) by and so on and taking the Expectation, the following Yule-Walker equations are obtained:

\[ \sum_{k=1}^{m} a_k y_{i-k} = \text{E}(y_{i}y_{i-1}) \]  

(2)

Where yielding equations. Hence is the autocovariance function of .

Using the evenness of the auto covariance

\[ r_i = r_{-i} = \text{E}(y_{i}y_{i-1}) \]

Rewriting equation (2)

\[ r_1 = a_1 r_0 + a_2 r_1 + a_3 r_2 + \cdots + a_{m-1} r_{m-2} + a_m r_{m-1} \]

\[ r_2 = a_1 r_1 + a_2 r_0 + a_3 r_2 + \cdots + a_{m-1} r_{m-3} + a_m r_{m-2} \]

\[ \vdots \]

\[ r_{m-1} = a_1 r_{m-2} + a_2 r_{m-3} + a_3 r_{m-4} + \cdots + a_{m-1} r_0 + a_m r_{m-2} \]

\[ r_m = a_1 r_{m-1} + a_2 r_{m-2} + a_3 r_{m-3} + \cdots + a_{m-1} r_1 + a_m r_0 \]

This can be also written as

\[ \begin{bmatrix} r_1 \\ r_2 \\ \vdots \\ r_{m-1} \\ r_m \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} r_0 & r_1 & r_2 & \cdots & r_{m-1} & r_{m-1} \\ r_1 & r_0 & r_1 & \cdots & r_{m-2} & r_{m-1} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots \\ r_{m-1} & r_{m-2} & r_{m-3} & \cdots & r_1 & r_0 \\ r_m & r_{m-1} & r_{m-2} & \cdots & r_1 & r_0 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} a_1 \\ a_2 \\ \vdots \\ a_{m-1} \\ a_m \end{bmatrix} \]  

(3)

For }
We may write it as:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\gamma_1 \\
\gamma_2 \\
\vdots \\
\gamma_{m-1} \\
\gamma_m
\end{bmatrix} = \mathbf{r} \quad ;
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & \gamma_1 & \gamma_2 & \cdots & \gamma_{m-1} & \gamma_m \\
\gamma_1 & 1 & \gamma_2 & \cdots & \gamma_{m-2} & \gamma_{m-1} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots \\
\gamma_{m-2} & \gamma_{m-3} & \gamma_{m-4} & \cdots & 1 & \gamma_1
\end{bmatrix} = \mathbf{R}
\]

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
a_1 \\
a_2 \\
\vdots \\
a_{m-1} \\
\alpha_m
\end{bmatrix} = \mathbf{a}
\]

Where \( \mathbf{R} \) is full-rank and symmetric so that invertability is guaranteed. or

\[
\mathbf{a} = \mathbf{R}^{-1}_{\alpha \mathbf{r}}(\mu) \mathbf{r}
\]

The coefficients \( \{ \} \) which form the feature vector are obtained from equation (5).

5. IRIS VERIFICATION USING TEXTURE

Texture can be defined as an entity consisting of mutually related pixels and group of pixels. This group of pixels is called as texture primitives or texture elements (texels) [46]. An image texture can be also described by the number and type of its primitives and the spatial organization or layout of its primitives. The spatial organization may be random, may have a pairwise dependence of one primitive on a neighboring primitive, or may have a dependence of \( n \) primitives at a time. The dependence may be structural, probabilistic, or functional [47].

Computer based methods of texture analysis were originally developed for use in satellite application, geological surveys, remote sensing and other related applications [48-51]. A wide range of techniques are in existence. These techniques are broadly categorized into: structural, statistical, transform based and model based. A survey of all these techniques in these categories is given in [52, 53].

Mir et al used texture for obtaining information beyond visual perception from CT images [54]. In our approach we have attempted to make use of texture for personal verification. Texture has been chosen because the spatial relation of the pixels does not change with intensity, illumination [55, 56]. Thus if an image undergoes any manipulation like changing contrast, brightness, texture features does not change.

Structural approaches represent texture by well defined primitives and a hierarchy of spatial arrangements of those primitives. The advantage of the structural method based feature extraction is that it provides a good symbolic description of the image; however, this feature is more useful for image synthesis than analysis tasks [57, 58]. Model based texture analysis describes an image as a probability model or as a linear combination of a set of basic functions. This approach is useful for modeling certain natural textures those have a statistical quality of roughness at different scales and self similarity, and for texture analysis and discrimination [57, 58]. Statistical methods characterize the texture indirectly according to the non-deterministic properties that manage the relationships between the gray levels of an image. This approach is used to analyze the spatial distribution of gray values by computing local features at each point in the image and deriving a set of statistics from the distributions of the local features [57, 58]. Transform based methods depend on transformation and inverse transformation and are therefore time consuming.

The statistical methods can be classified into first order (one pixel), second order (pair of pixels) and a higher order (three or more pixels) statistics [57]. The first order statistics estimate properties like average and variance of individual pixel values by waiving the spatial interaction between image pixels. The second order and higher order statistics estimate properties of two or more
pixel values occurring at specific locations relative to each other. The different types of second order statistical methods are, spatial grey level dependence method (SGLDM), the grey level run length method (GLRLM), grey level difference method (GLDM) and grey level co-occurrence method (GLCM).

A. GLCM (Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix)

GLCM is a statistical method which consists in constructing co-occurrence matrices to reflect the spatial distribution of grey levels in the region of interest. This concept was first used by Julesz [59] in texture discrimination experiments.

This method is based on the estimation of the second order conditional probability density function \( p(i,j | d) \) where \( 0^\circ, 45^\circ, 90^\circ, 135^\circ, 180^\circ, 225^\circ, 270^\circ \), and \( 315^\circ \).

Each \( p(i,j | d) \) is the probability of going from grey level to grey level, given that inter-sample spacing is \( d \) and the direction is given by the angle \( \theta \). The estimated value for this probability density function can thus be written in matrix form:

\[
\phi = (d, \theta) = [ p(i,j | d) ]
\]

For computing these probability distribution functions, scanning of the image in four directions viz., \( 0^\circ, 45^\circ, 90^\circ \), and \( 135^\circ \) is sufficient, since the probability density matrix for the rest of directions can be computed from these four basic directions.

Let \( \phi'(d) \) denote the transpose of the matrix \( \phi(d) \) for the inter-sample spacing, and direction, \( \theta \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi(d) &= \phi'(d, 18) \\
\phi(d, 4) &= \phi'(d, 22) \\
\phi(d, 9) &= \phi'(d, 27) \\
\phi(d, 13) &= \phi'(d, 315)
\end{align*}
\]

Thus, knowledge of \( \phi(d, 18) \), \( \phi(d, 22) \), \( \phi(d, 27) \), and \( \phi(d, 315) \) add nothing to the characterization of texture.

Features

Using this method, approximately two dozen co-occurrence features can be obtained [60]. Consideration of the number of distance angle relations also will lead to a potentially large number of dependant features.

Out of eight GLCM texture features given by Haralick, we hypothesized that following three features as likely candidates to have discriminatory power required for personal verification.

These are

\[
\text{Correlation} = \sum_{i,j} \frac{[x_i y_j] \cdot p(i,j) - [\mu_x \mu_y]}{\sigma_x \sigma_y}
\]

6. Implementation and Results

To check the potential of proposed methodology two databases have been used.

A. Test Data:

Ear database

To check the usefulness of proposed models, test images for formulation of data set used have been taken from IIT Delhi, India ear database. The data base contains 363 2D ear images taken from 121 subjects in three different random postures. The resolution of image database is 272 \( \times \) 204 pixels and all these images are available in JPEG format.

Iris database:

Chinese Academy of science- Institute of Automation (CASIA) eye image database version 1.0 has been used for experimentation. The experiments were carried on 40 subjects with each subject having 3 images. The eye images in this database are mainly from persons of Asian descent. These images have been captured specially for iris recognition research using specialized digital optics. The iris images are grayscale bit map with a resolution of 320 X 280. The images have been downloaded on to a work station and processed using MATLAB-7.9.

B. Ear Shape Feature Extraction:

In this proposed system for computation of AR coefficients a sample of ear image shown in “Fig.2a” selected from the database for preprocessing. The preprocessing involves i) cropping of ear to get the ear substructure as in “Fig.2b” ii) Application of Canny edge detector [61] to cropped ear substructure as shown in “Fig.2c” iii) the image is binarized to facilitate easy contour tracing. This is shown in “Fig.2d” iv). The outer boundary of the ear image is thus traced as shown in “Fig.2e”. The coordinates of the boundary are stored for further processing to obtain AR coefficients. AR coefficients thus obtained can be used for formulation of feature vector. In the present formulation, corresponding to three postures of a person, AR coefficients of ear contour are obtained at rotations: \( 0^\circ, 45^\circ, 90^\circ, 135^\circ \) and \( 180^\circ \) with respect to reference as shown in “Fig. 2(e, f, g, h, i)”. This amounts to computation of 15 features in terms of AR coefficients corresponding to three ear images of a person. In order to check the invariance of AR coefficients at three different postures and at five different rotations, the feature vector consists of these 15 AR coefficients are computed at a particular order.
this paper, we compute feature vector at orders ranging from 5 to 100 with an interval of 5 for each subject.

C. Iris texture feature extraction:

The sample iris color image is firstly converted into grayscale image as shown in Figure (3). To compute the textural features from this image we isolated iris substructure from the sample image. After extracting the iris three features are computed from GLCM matrix of left and right iris images.

GLCM features are computed based on two parameters namely distance between the pixel pair ‘d’ and their angular rotation ‘θ’. Smaller values of ‘d’ have been taken in our experimental work because iris has a soft texture i.e., the grey level tone relationship between the pixel changes over small values of inter pixel distance ‘d’. The features are calculated at angles 0°, 45°, 90°, 180°. The distance ‘d’ between pixel pairs is selected as 2. Experimentation was done at angles 0°, 45°, 90°, 180°. However, it was found that the performance in terms of discrimination is far more superior when angle 45° is used than at other angles. This is depicted in scatter plots shown in “Fig. 4”.

D. Assignment of iris and ear samples:

The 40 iris samples of right and left eye are assigned to 40 ear samples of the ear database. Therefore, one image of ear and one image each of right and left eye belong to the same individual. Out of 40 subjects in the database, features of 30 subjects are kept for training and features of 10 subjects are kept for testing.

E. Training and Testing:

For verification of subjects, we have divided our training and testing into two phases:

i) First Level Training and Testing phase.

ii) Second Level Training and Testing phase.

In first training phase, feature vectors from both right and left irises of 30 subjects are selected for training. In testing phase, feature vectors of test images say $I_i$ Where $i = (1, 2, 3…10)$ Selected for testing. These features vectors of a test image corresponding to both right and left iris are fed to the matching units (A and B) independently for determination of matching scores. The matching scores of the test image $I_i$ obtained are fused using SUM method of fusion.

In the second training phase feature vectors from ear shape of 30 subjects are selected for training. In testing phase, features of same test image $I_i$ are selected for testing. The extracted features are fed to the matching unit(C) for determination of matching scores. The matching unit outputs matching scores.

Finally matching scores of test image $I_i$ obtained in first and second training and testing phases are again fused using SUM method of fusion. These fused matching scores are fed to the decision unit which on the basis of threshold classifies the test image as Genuine or an imposter.

F. Results

We have obtained fused matching scores corresponding to right and left iris images, matching scores of ear and fused matching score obtained from ear and iris images. Genuine and Imposter score distribution have been plotted for these matching scores. We have categorized our results into three cases.
Case 1: We have plotted Genuine and Imposter score distribution of the fused matching score of right and left iris images shown “Fig.5”. Plot shows the overlapped portion of Genuine /Imposter score distribution.

Overlap indicates a region where some queries are falsely accepted and some are falsely rejected by any recognition system. Minimization of this percentage of overlap between Genuine and Imposter score distribution is the main objective of any biometric recognition system. The least the overlap, more efficient and accurate the recognition system.

Case 2: Genuine and Imposter score distribution of the matching score of ear image is plotted in “Fig.6”. Plot shows the overlapped portion of Genuine /Imposter score.

Case 3: Genuine and Imposter score distribution of the fused matching score of iris and ear images is plotted in “Fig.7”. It is evident from the plots; that overlap has reduced further indicating improvement in recognition.

Table II. Comparison of FAR, FRR and RR before and after fusion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>FAR</th>
<th>FRR</th>
<th>RR %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fused left and right iris</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>98.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ear</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.076</td>
<td>98.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusion of ear and fused left and right iris</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison of results using two level fusion reveals that recognition rate of proposed technique is 100% with FAR and FRR equal to zero. In state of art techniques given in table I, although recognition rate goes up to 100% but important performance parameters FAR and FRR have not been calculated. In addition, it may be realized that AR coefficients are obtained from the contour and are invariant to illumination apart from being invariant with respect to posture and rotation.
Accordingly the iris data can be taken easily over a set up and processed on line. Therefore, the proposed technique is suitable to be used for on line verification as well.

8. DISCUSSION

In this paper attempt has been made to fuse biometric modalities for maximizing recognition rate for personal verification. The modalities used are ear shape and right and left iris. Here two level fusions have been attempted. In level 1 fusion of left and right using three texture based GLCM parameters, recognition rate of 98.17% could be achieved. In this case, however FAR and FRR is finite. Accordingly, when AR model is used the recognition rate of 98.29% is achieved again with finite FAR and FRR. In contrast, when the two modalities are fused the recognition rate increases to 100% and FAR, FRR reduced to zero. Comparison of recognition rate of present technique with the state of art techniques reveals that in [24] a recognition rate of 100% has been achieved. It may be pointed out that, important performance parameters FAR and FRR have not been given consideration and has not been calculated. But considering the importance of recognition rate, the superiority of fusion of proposed modalities has shown promising results.

9. CONCLUSION

The present study has shown benefit of using multimodal biometrics in comparison to unimodal biometrics for personal verification. Two biometrics namely ear and iris have been used for establishing the advantage of biometric fusion. Feature vectors have been obtained from both modalities using AR modal and GLCM texture technique. Matching score have been computed from feature vectors of both modalities. In our studies fusion at matching score level have been used to check the efficiency of the method. It has been seen that when matching scores obtained from AR coefficients and texture features are used separately give a recognition rate of 98.29 % and 98.17% respectively. However, when matching scores are fused recognition rate increases to 100%.
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